
Oracle Identity Management is a complete, integrated, next-generation identity manage-
ment platform that provides breakthrough scalability, reduced operational costs, and 
best-in-class security and compliance capabilities—both on-premise and in the cloud. 
Oracle’s Identity Management partners have deep expertise in identity and access 
management technology. They complement Oracle’s existing solutions with valuable, 
industry-leading offerings that interoperate with Oracle Identity Management. Whether 
you’re a small or midsize company looking for a hosted, managed solution, or a large 
enterprise looking for an extended capability, there is an Oracle PartnerNetwork member 
with the skills and expertise to help you. 

The following section showcases Oracle Identity Management partners who are ready to 
provide solutions to your identity and access management challenges.

Attend session CON5749 at Oracle OpenWorld on Thursday, October 4th at 11:15 a.m. to see these products in action!
For more information visit hubcitymedia.com.

A Commitment to Technical Expertise

Hub City Media provides unique, value-driven solutions to Oracle 
Identity Management customers. Hub City Media is a software 

integration and development firm that specializes exclusively in 
identity management implementations using Oracle products. An 
Oracle Gold Partner with Specialized status in Identity Administration 
and Analytics, the Edison, New Jersey–based firm was founded 
in 1999 and serves clients nationwide, across all industries. Steve 
Giovannetti, founder and chief technical officer, discusses two unique 
products that were developed specifically to meet the needs of 
Oracle Identity Management customers.

WHAT IS IDENTITYBRIDGE? 
IdentityBridge is our solution for migrating legacy Sun Identity 
Manager (SIM) customers to Oracle Identity Manager. It’s a coex-
istence migration solution that allows customers to retain their invest-
ment in custom SIM workflow while migrating to the strategic plat-
form. It works by keeping identities, attributes, and role information 
in sync between the two systems in near real time. IdentityBridge is 
the only solution that lets customers migrate at their own pace and 
allows them to decide which elements of the SIM implementation 
should be ported or discarded. 

WHAT IS IDENTITYCERT?
IdentityCert is an iPad application for completing lengthy periodic 
access reviews, or certifications, on the go working with Oracle 
Identity Analytics. IdentityCert allows users to view and respond to 
user certification requests and policy violations. Users can securely 
download user certifications and violation remediation requests to 
the device and complete them from anywhere—even if they don’t 
have a network connection. This work is synchronized back to the 
customer’s Oracle Identity Analytics system. IdentityCert will be 
available soon in Apple’s App Store, but we are demonstrating the 
product to interested customers today.

WHAT VALUE DOES HUB CITY MEDIA BRING TO ORACLE 
IDENTITY MANAGEMENT CUSTOMERS?
We deliver great results for our customers due to our technical 
excellence and our approach to building a technical team. Our teams 
are made up of individuals that we hire, train, and prepare to work 
specifically on identity management. All of our people have perma-
nent positions with us—unlike other companies that use contractors, 
our staff members have experience working as a team. We feel this 
enables us to provide the highest quality of technical staff to work on 
our customers’ projects. 

Oracle Identity 
Management
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For more information on aurionPro SENA’s hosted identity management solutions,  
visit aurionprosena.com.

aurionPro SENA is an expert-level consulting 
and software solutions firm and a Gold-level 
member in the Oracle PartnerNetwork. A 
long-term Oracle partner, aurionPro SENA has 
successfully driven hundreds of Oracle Identity 
Management projects over the past 13 years. 

Due to the firm’s high level of identity management (IDM) expertise 
and success implementing the Oracle Identity Management prod-
uct suite, aurionPro SENA became the first U.S.-based consult-
ing firm to achieve Oracle PartnerNetwork Specialized status in 
Identity Administration and Analytics, and is honored to have been 
selected for Oracle North America Titan Awards two out of the  
last three years. 

Now a division of aurionPro Solutions, aurionPro SENA has 
been able to extend its IDM offerings with the addition of hosted 
and managed Oracle Identity Management solutions, as well as to 
expand the breadth of its services, which now also include Oracle 
WebCenter and Oracle Applications consulting and solution offer-
ings. Robert Levine, president and chief executive officer of  
aurionPro SENA, discusses the benefits of hosted identity manage-
ment and managed services, and the convenience of mobile IDM. 

WHAT ARE THE PAIN POINTS FOR MIDSIZE COMPANIES 
AROUND IDENTITY MANAGEMENT?
Midsize companies usually find that as they continue to scale their 
businesses, their initial set of IT solutions become less effective 
and increasingly difficult to manage. More-sophisticated enterprise 
systems that cover finance, human resources, and other critical 
functions are often implemented so that the business owners can 
gain operational efficiencies while obtaining strategic insights from 
their corporate data through business intelligence and analytics 
solutions. At the same time, these growing companies often have 
to consider implementing regulatory and compliance controls in a 
much more structured and comprehensive manner. This combina-
tion of increased IT system complexity and emerging regulatory and 
compliance challenges, all while the number of employees is grow-
ing rapidly, makes information security a critically important aspect 
of any midsize company’s IT landscape.

HOW DOES AURIONPRO SENA DELIVER VALUE TO 
ORACLE IDENTITY MANAGEMENT CUSTOMERS WITH ITS 
MANAGED SERVICES OFFERING?
Since 2001, aurionPro SENA and Oracle have had a deep relation-
ship at the sales, product management, and engineering levels 
around the Oracle Identity Management suite of products. It’s a rela-

tionship that’s built on delivering value to clients. aurionPro SENA’s 
managed support services are offered to Oracle Identity Management 
customers who want to build their information security solution 
in-house, but who also desire to offload the costly and complex 
support and management of it to an expert-level organization. Our 
managed services offerings provide up to 24/7 system monitoring 
and a world-class service desk, which enable our customers to focus 
their resources on core efforts rather than on managing complicated 
infrastructure. Our managed support services include 24/7 system 
health and availability monitoring, sophisticated yet straightforward 
ticket-based support processes, and committed response times 
based on predefined service level agreements (SLAs), as well as 
comprehensive communication and performance review processes. 

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF A HOSTED IDENTITY 
MANAGEMENT SOLUTION?
aurionPro SENA’s Hosted IDM Solution is a preconfigured identity 
management offering built on top of Oracle’s enterprise-class IDM 
software suite, Oracle Identity Management 11g, and hosted in a 
secured and scalable cloud-based environment. The typical IDM use 
cases have all been developed and are ready to be implemented 
based on our clients’ requirements, with a solution that can be imple-
mented in a fraction of the time of a traditional IDM system. Along 
with improved time to market and an advantageous cost model in 
which our clients only pay for what they use, this solution drastically 
reduces the overall costs of development, support, and mainte-
nance. Exclusive and fault-tolerant environments are monitored 24/7 
with SLA-based guaranteed uptime for each customer, resulting in 
reduced operational overhead as well as ensured reliability and com-
pliance through a secure, scalable, and auditable solution. 

WHAT CAPABILITIES CAN COMPANIES GAIN WITH A 
MOBILE IDENTITY MANAGEMENT OFFERING?
aurionPro SENA’s mobile IDM application, built on top of Oracle 
Identity Management, is targeted at information security profession-
als who manage individual users’ system, application, and data-level 
security permissions. This innovative mobile app provides quick 
access to frequently used identity management services, including 
viewing an individual’s access rights, basic workflow tasks such as 
creating requests for roles and entitlements, viewing request status, 
and approving requests. 

Identity Management for Midsize Companies
aurionPro SENA delivers high security and low costs with managed support services for  
Oracle Identity Management.
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For more information on how ICSynergy can help in your planning,  
please call Zan Moore at +1.972.608.4705.

Since 2000, ICSynergy International has deliv-
ered more than 130 successful Oracle Identity 
Management deployments throughout North 
America—many of these at key Fortune 500, 
public sector, and higher-education clients. 
ICSynergy’s consulting and systems integration 

business with Oracle focuses exclusively in the identity and access 
management (IAM) and mail and calendar space. Mike Thompson, 
managing partner at ICSynergy, discusses how ICSynergy delivers 
value to Oracle Identity Management customers, and the capabilities 
of Oracle Identity Management 11g Release 2. 

WHAT IS IC SYNERGY’S EXPERIENCE WITH ORACLE 
IDENTITY MANAGEMENT?
To our clients, IAM means identity governance, compliance, 
provisioning, access/federation, and directory. When it comes to 
our Oracle relationship, we differentiate ourselves by having a large 
contingent of senior architects, consultants, and analysts, who are 
equally versant in both the Oracle Identity Management products 
and the legacy Sun IAM products. We’ve found this to be a critical 
success factor when it comes to migrating customers from their 
legacy systems. 

WHAT ARE THE PAIN POINTS FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS 
AROUND IDENTITY AND ACCESS MANAGEMENT?
Our customers’ pain points are around security in the cloud and 
mobility/bring-your-own-device (BYOD). Our Fortune 500 clients are 
faced with deploying secure cloud solutions and providing secure 
access to software-as-a-service (SaaS) applications, from employee 
and contractor devices anywhere, at any time. This adds another 
layer of complexity and risk to their Oracle Identity Management 
deployments. It’s very obvious that over the years, our clients have 
established a high degree of trust within the enterprise, but employ-
ees are demanding a BYOD culture. Many employees have multiple 
Apple and Android devices, each running multiple apps, and are 
asking IT to connect them to the corporate network. The critical part 
of this equation is to build the same level of trust with mobile devices 
and SaaS apps that exists inside the enterprise today. This imme-
diately brings into play the ability to provide secure corporate single 
sign-on to these devices. Another key consideration for our clients 
is moving from their legacy and siloed platforms to a more strategic 

and unified platform approach. Our clients have built their busi-
ness around their identity solutions, and many have elected to keep 
extending the functionality to meet changing business needs. We’re 
well-positioned to ensure our Oracle Waveset and Oracle OpenSSO 
clients can keep their identity solutions in sync with their business 
demands. We are seeing some dramatic enhancements in Oracle 
Identity Management 11g Release 2 that will provide dramatic func-
tional enhancements in governance and provisioning, as well as a 
strong solution set for mobility/BYOD and social networking.

HOW DOES ICSYNERGY DELIVER VALUE TO ORACLE 
IDENTITY MANAGEMENT CUSTOMERS WITH ITS 
OFFERINGS?
Our value proposition is pretty simple: We stick to what we know 
best, and that’s identity and access management. In a lot of cases, 
we are truly the trusted advisor for our clients, and we don’t take 
that lightly. It always comes back to the basics—people, process, 
and technology. By making sure not to lose sight of those three key 
ingredients, we get IAM right for the client. The first question we ask 
our new clients is, “Do you have an identity and access manage-
ment strategy and roadmap?” It’s certainly not a wise idea to jump 
into finding a solution for secure mobility and BYOD in isolation of 
where it fits in your IAM strategy. I’m not talking about the kind of 
plan that gets printed and stuck on a shelf someplace; IAM has 
to be a key, living ingredient in the ongoing security strategy of 
the enterprise. For a small company, we are very well-connected 
with our technology partners—from the guys who cut the code to 
the executive team that sets the course. Where it’s required, we’ll 
develop custom solutions that plug seamlessly into the Oracle 
Identity Management solution.

HOW ARE YOU HELPING CUSTOMERS BENEFIT FROM 
THE CAPABILITIES IN THE NEXT RELEASE OF ORACLE’S 
IDENTITY MANAGEMENT SOLUTION?
I can’t tell you how pleased we are with Oracle Identity Management 
11g Release 2. I distill the release down to a few things: dramatic 
increases in governance and provisioning functionality, a true focus 
on the cloud, mobility and social networking, and an integrated plat-
form approach to IAM. From what we’ve seen, Oracle has delivered 
a lot of what was promised. We see both time and dollar savings 
with Release 2, and that’s terrific news for our customers.

Simplifying Identity and Access Management
ICSynergy focuses on people, process, and technology as a trusted advisor to its customers.

Synergy


